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We welcome the opportunity to write to the Justice Committee and 
overwhelmingly urge them to support Trish Godman’s amendment which 
would create an offence of engaging in paid for sexual activity. 
 
Summary of our position: 
 

• We believe that prostitution is a form of violence against women and 
harmful for those that are involved and also for the communities in 
where it exists. 

 
• We consider that prostitution exacerbates existing gender inequality as 

it is predominantly women who sell sex and men who buy.  It is also 
unsatisfactory that at the moment within the indoor sex industry it is 
largely the sellers who are charged e.g. with brothel keeping or living 
off immoral earnings, whereby the buyers are treated with impunity. 

 
• We think legislation would challenge the normalisation of the sex 

industry in Scotland.  
 

• There is a clear link between prostitution, trafficking and organised 
crime and strong legislation may go some way to prevent an influx of 
trafficked women into Glasgow to meet the demand during the 
Commonwealth Games in 2014. 

 
• We think it is important that the law considers “facilitation” as part of the 

offence as this would help disrupt the organisers, pimps and traffickers 
who arrange the transport and accommodation for those involved in the 
sex trade. 

 
• From a marketing perspective, it is clear that advertising for sexual 

services is widespread not only on the internet but in newspapers and 
magazines across the city.  Although enforcing the legislation on 
advertising would not be without challenge, we believe that it would still 
be a crucial step in targeting those that profit, create and support the 
sex trade in Scotland. 

 
• We believe that by putting the focus on the buyers of sex this may act 

as a deterrent and make men think twice before they purchase a 
vulnerable women.  Tackling demand would send out the important 
message that Scotland rejects prostitution and the exploitation inherent 
in this industry. 
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We do not support amendments 8A-D (lodged by Margo Macdonald) or 
amendment 461 (lodged by Nigel Don). 
 
 
Jan Beattie and Susan Devlin 
17 March 2010 
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